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a b s t r a c t

It has been well documented that self-assembly of block copolymers (BCP) in selective solvents, where
the core-forming block is a crystallizable polymer, results in micelle structures with exceptional ag-
gregation morphologies determined mainly by the crystallization energy from the core. In this contri-
bution, we apply this concept to create ribbon-like nanostructures dispersed in an epoxy network. The
selected system was a polyethylene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PE-b-PEO) diblock copolymer in an epoxy
monomer based on diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA). This system was selected on the bases that
PEO is an epoxy-philic block which is completely miscible with DGEBA before and after curing reaction
whereas PE is a crystallizable epoxy-phobic block. Under these conditions, we access to self-assembled
nanostructures with semicrystalline core before curing reaction. With the aim of preserving the struc-
tural features of these micelles, the epoxy monomers were cured at room temperature (i.e., below the
melting transition of the core-forming PE block) by photoinitiated cationic ring-opening polymerization.
Long nanoribbons dispersed in the cured epoxy matrix were obtained, as characterized by SAXS patterns
and TEM images. These ribbon-like micelles present a tendency to aggregate resulting in the formation of
face-to-face stacking of parallel micelles. We demonstrated that while the stacking number decreases
with decreasing BCP concentration, the arrangement of the nanoribbons within one stack becomes less
organized.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design and preparation of structures at the nanometer level
is of critical technological importance for future applications in
areas such as nanodevices and nanotechnology, sensing, catalysis
and drug delivery. Considerable attention has been paid to the
bottom-up synthesis of nanomaterials with precisely controlled
dimensions. Particularly, the self-assembly of amphiphilic poly-
mers into nanoscale structures is a promising approach. Den-
drimers, polysoaps and block copolymers have been used
successfully to obtain micelles, nanostructured films and meso-
phases with different levels of organization [1e3]. Significant
recent progress has beenmade, however the fabrication of complex
morphologies with controlled structures by low-cost protocols re-
mains still a challenge.
ax: þ54 223 481 00 46.
chroeder).
Block copolymers (BCP) self-assemble in selective solvents to
yield a range of micelle morphologies, such as spheres, cylinders,
vesicles, and more complex shapes [4,5]. With increasing BCP
concentration, different ordered phases can be formed, such as
body-centered cubic packed spheres, hexagonally packed cylinders,
gyroid, and lamellar [5]. Due to the versatile self-assembly prop-
erties of BCP, their use has been explored for the preparation of
nanostructured thermosets such as epoxy and novolac resins [6].
Regarding the applications of BCP/epoxy blends, focus has been
placed on the role of the BCP as a processing aid [7,8], and as a
template for the self-assembly of different type of nanoparticles
[9,10]. It has been identified that nanostructures in thermosets can
be produced via either initial self-assembly before curing reaction
or reaction-induced microphase separation (RIMPS) [11e14]. In the
self-assembly approach, the precursors of thermosets act as selec-
tive solvents of BCP and micelle structures are formed prior curing
[11,12]. The self-organized structures can be fixed via subsequent
polymerization reaction. Thus, the self-assembly protocol requires
a block that is immiscible with the initial solvent after and before
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curing and another block that is miscible throughout the cure (or at
least up to high conversion levels). In many instances, both blocks
are completely miscible with the initial reactive solvent. Under this
circumstance, it has been recently proposed that nanostructured
thermosets can be alternatively prepared via the RIMPS approach
[13]. In this case, although both blocks are miscible with the initial
reactive solvent, one of them phase separates during polymeriza-
tion while the other one remains miscible up to high conversions.
Clearly, knowledge on the miscibility of the subchains of BCP with
the thermosets before and after the curing reaction is of critical
importance to have control over the formation of nanostructures in
thermosetting materials.

There are many examples in the literature on nanostructured
epoxy matrices obtained via self-assembly or RIMPS of BCP [6]. In
most of these cases, the core-forming block is a noncrystalline
polymer, such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) [15], poly(isoprene) [16],
poly(butadiene) [17,18], or poly(styrene) [19,20]. Different nano-
structures have been prepared, from spherical micelles and vesicles
to cylinders, depending on the molecular weight, block length,
composition, cure cycle employed, and blockeblock and block-
ematrix interaction parameters [11,12,21,22].

The incorporation of crystallizable polymers as the immiscible
core-forming block provides opportunities toward nanostructures
with additional structural features. Reported studies on self-
assembled nanostructures with semicrystalline cores in organic
solvents have shown that the crystallization energy from the core
may result in unique aggregation behaviour [23e32]. Thin lamellae
and elongated structures are the predominant morphologies
observed. For example, Richter et al. reported elongated thin
platelets from PEP-b-PE (coil-crystalline) diblock copolymers (PEP:
poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)) in decane, a selective solvent for PEP
[28]. The self-assembly was driven by the crystallization of PE,
which resulted in lamellar sheets of several nanometers in thick-
ness surrounded on both sides by PEP brushes. Winnik, Manners
and co-workers have studied the formation of elongated micelles
with polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PFS) core blocks. These poly-
mers undergo crystallization-driven self-assembly in selective
solvents for the non-PFS block, giving place to cylindrical micelles
[23e30] or elongated tapelike nanostructures [31]. The detailed
morphology of these structures is governed by a competition be-
tween crystallization of the PFS core, which favours extended
platelike crystalline lamellae, and the stretching of the corona
block, which limits the extent of the plates [31].

Only a limited number of studies have been focused on nano-
structures formed in thermosets with semicrystalline thermoset-
phobic interiors [33e35]. In all these cases, the blend of the ther-
moset precursors with the BCP was thermally cured above the
melting temperature of the semicrystalline core. Under such con-
ditions, the structural features of the nanophases formed before
curing, by crystallization-driven self-assembly at room tempera-
ture, cannot survive. In fact, spherical nanophases were commonly
obtained in these cases. The possibility of retaining themorphology
of micelles with semicrystalline cores by carrying out the curing
reaction at low temperature (i.e., below the melting temperature of
the core-forming block) can result in a unique approach to produce
nanostructured thermosets with a variety of micelle morphologies.
Such an investigation remains still unexplored.

In this study, we describe the formation of self-assembled
nanostructures with semicrystalline core in a thermosetting ma-
trix. The selected system was a polyethylene-block-poly(ethylene
oxide) (PE-b-PEO) diblock copolymer in an epoxy monomer based
on diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA). This system was
selected on the bases that PEO is an epoxy-philic block which is
completely miscible with DGEBA before and after curing reaction
[35e38] whereas PE is a crystallizable epoxy-phobic block [33,34].
Under these conditions, we access to micellar nanostructures with
semicrystalline core before curing reaction. With the aim of pre-
serving the structural features of these micelles, the epoxy mono-
mers were photocured at room temperature, i.e., below the melting
transition of the core-forming PE block. In this way, long nano-
ribbons dispersed into the cured epoxy matrix were obtained. We
demonstrate that this strategy provides access to morphologies
that were previously unattainable in nanostructured epoxy
thermosets.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

The selected BCP was a low-molecular-weight polyethylene-
block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PE-b-PEO) purchased from Aldrich
Chemical Co. It had an average Mn ¼ 1400 and 50 wt% ethylene
oxide content. The epoxy monomer was based on diglycidyl ether
of bisphenol A (DGEBA, DER 332 Aldrich Chemical Co.) with an
epoxy equivalent weight of 174.3 g/eq and an average number of
hydroxyl groups per two epoxy groups of n ¼ 0.03. p-(octylox-
yphenyl) phenyliodonium hexafluoroantimonate (Ph2ISbF6) was
supplied by Gelest Inc. (Philadelphia, USA). Camphorquinone (CQ)
and ethyl-4-dimethyl aminobenzoate (EDMAB) were purchased
from Aldrich Chem. Co. All materials were used as received.

2.2. Sample preparation

Proper amounts of PE-b-PEO were blended with DGEBA to
prepare samples containing 1, 5, 10 and 20 wt% BCP. The resin was
activated for visible light polymerization by the addition of a three-
component photoinitiating system based on Ph2ISbF6 (2 wt%), CQ
(1 wt%) and EDMAB (1 wt%) [39]. Samples were prepared in the
following way. The PE-b-PEO was transferred to a glass vial con-
taining one-half of the total mass of DGEBA. This mixture was first
nitrogen purged at room temperature for 30 min, and then stirred
and heated in a 100 �C oil bath to disperse the BCP into the epoxy
resin. After that, the vial was removed from the oil bath and
allowed to cool to room temperature, then the three components of
the initiating system dissolved in the remaining DGEBA were
added. The resulting mixture was nitrogen purged at room tem-
perature for 15 min, and subsequently stirred and heated in the
150 �C oil bath until a homogeneous mixture was obtained. The
sample was then immediately cast onto an aluminium substrate in
order to obtain a photocurable film of ca. 1 mm in thickness.

The obtained film was continuously irradiated at room tem-
perature with the polychromatic light of a Xenon lamp (Hama-
matsu, L8253, 150 W, irradiance I ~ 60 mW/cm2 in the wavelength
range 390e800 nm). Additionally, irradiations with a light-
emitting diode (LED) unit (Valo, Ultradent, USA, irradiance
I ¼ 600 mW/cm2 in the wavelength range 410e530 nm) for 40 s,
once each day, were also carried out. Under these conditions, be-
tween three and four irradiation days were required to reach a high
enough conversion level.

2.3. Characterization techniques

2.3.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR spectroscopy was employed to determine conversion

versus irradiation time curves for the different studied formula-
tions. The FTIR measurements were conducted on a Nicolet 6700
Thermo Scientific spectrometer at room temperature. Near-
infrared (NIR) spectra were acquired over the range
4000e7000 cm�1 from 32 co-added scans at 4 cm�1 resolution. The
uncured sample was sandwiched between two glass plates



Fig. 1. Conversion of epoxy groups as a function of irradiation time for the samples
containing 0, 10 and 20 wt% PE-b-PEO photocured at room temperature. Lines are
drawn to guide the eye.
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separated by a 1mm rubber spacer ring used to regulate the sample
thickness. The specimen was irradiated following the same proce-
dure employed for curing the films (explained above) and spectra
were collected at different exposure times. The conversion of epoxy
groups was followed by measuring the height of the absorption
band at 4530 cm�1 with respect to the height of a reference band at
4620 cm�1 [40].

2.3.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The calorimetric measurements were made on a PerkineElmer

Pyris 1 differential scanning calorimeter under a dry nitrogen at-
mosphere. The samples (about 10 mg in weight) were first heated
from�50 �C to 150 �C (first heating scan), and subsequently cooled
to �50 �C to detect crystallization (cooling scan). Following the
cooling scan, a second heating scan from �50 �C to 150 �C was
recorded. For all the scans, a rate of 10 �C/min was used. Glass
transition temperatures were defined at the onset value of the
change in the specific heat during the heating scans.

2.3.3. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD)
The wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were car-

ried out on a X'Pert PRO PANalytical diffractometer equipped with a
graphite monochromator, using CuKa (l¼ 0.1541 nm) irradiation at
40 kV and 40 mA. Data were recorded in the range of 2q¼ 5e60� at
the scanning rate and step size of 1.2�/min and 0.02�, respectively.

2.3.4. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
The SAXS measurements were taken on a small-angle X-ray

scattering station (beamline SAXS 1) of the National Laboratory of
Synchrotron Light (LNLS, Campinas, Brazil). Mixture was placed in a
cell sealed with Kallebrat film and SAXS spectra were recorded
during cooling from 150 �C to room temperature at 10 �C/min.
Apart from this dynamic experiment, the device was used to obtain
SAXS spectra at room temperature of films previously photocured
for different times. The scattering intensity (in arbitrary units) was
recorded as a function of the scattering vector, q ¼ (4p/l) sin(q),
where l is the radiation wavelength (1.55 Å) and 2q the scattering
angle.

2.3.5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Cured samples were microtomed at room temperature with an

LKB ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife, and the ul-
trathin sections (ca. 60 nm in thickness) were collected on copper
grids. RuO4 stained-sections were prepared by exposing the spec-
imens to the vapours of a fresh 0.5wt% aqueous solution of RuO4 for
15 min. RuO4 selectively stains the components in the following
order (most stained to least stained): PEO > epoxy > PE [12]. The
resulting ultrathin sections were subsequently examined using a
JEOL 100CX electron microscope operated at an accelerating
voltage of 80 kV.

3. Results and discussion

Block copolymers self-assemble into micelles when they are
dissolved in a selective solvent, that is to say, a good solvent for one
block and a poor solvent for the other block. Thermosetting pre-
cursors (e.g. epoxy monomers) can act as selective solvents of block
copolymers giving place to micelles prior to curing. Under partic-
ular conditions, these preformed nanophases can be locked-in via
subsequent curing reaction. For the present study, we have chosen
the block copolymer polyethylene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PE-
b-PEO) dispersed in an epoxymonomer based on diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA). This system was selected on the bases that
PEO is an epoxy-philic block which is completely miscible with
DGEBA before and after curing reaction [35e38], whereas PE is an
epoxy-phobic block [33,34]. Under these conditions, we expected
to access to nanostructured thermosets via a mechanism of self-
assembly followed by curing reaction at room temperature.
3.1. Conversion of epoxy groups

The blends composed by DGEBA, BCP, and the initiator system
were cast and cured at room temperature by photoinitiated cationic
ring-opening polymerization. The possible initiating mechanism
has been proposed in the literature and is briefly described here
[39]. Irradiation with visible light produces the excitation of CQ to
its singlet, which is rapidly converted to its triplet state by inter-
system crossing. The excited CQ molecule is reduced by EDMAB
giving place to ketyl and a-amino free radicals. These radicals are
oxidized by the diaryliodonium salt (Ph2ISbF6) to generate cationic
species, which initiate the cationic ring-opening polymerization of
DGEBA.

The progress of the polymerization was monitored by following
the decrease in absorbance of the characteristic IR band of the
epoxy groups centred at 4530 cm�1. Fig. 1 shows conversion curves
of epoxy groups as a function of irradiation time for samples con-
taining 0, 10 and 20 wt% BCP. DGEBA undergoes very slow poly-
merization under the selected conditions. Fig. 1 shows that
irradiation for 24 h leads to a conversion value of around 0.45 for
neat DGEBA, whereas further irradiation slowly increases the
conversion up to 0.50 after 90 h illumination. A tack-free film is
obtained at this conversion level.

It is worth commenting that if photopolymerization were con-
ducted on highly reactive monomers, only a few seconds of irra-
diation would be required to reach high conversion levels. Under
such conditions, the released heat of polymerization would pro-
duces a marked increase in the sample temperature, and conse-
quently in the mobility of the reaction environment, leading to a
rise in both the polymerization rate and the vitrification conversion
[41]. These thermal effects are not significant in the present study
due to the low reactivity of the DGEBAmonomer under the selected
experimental conditions.

Fig. 1 shows that for a given irradiation time the conversion of
epoxy groups increases with the content of BCP in the sample. For
example, after 90 h of irradiation the conversion raises from 0.50
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for the neat filmwithout BCP, to 0.53 for 10 wt% BCP, and to 0.57 for
20 wt% BCP. This fact is explained taking into account that the PEO
block acts as plasticization agent of the epoxy network. Conse-
quently, the Tg of the epoxy matrix is shifted to lower temperatures
allowing to reach higher conversion values.

An important feature of the cationic ring-opening photo-
polymerization of epoxy and other cyclic monomers is that the
cationic centres responsible for polymerization are not reactive
towards one another (unlike free radicals) and hence termination
rates are low. Due to the presence of long-lived propagating spe-
cies, cationic polymerization will continue even after irradiation is
ceased, providing termination reactions do not occur due to the
presence of nucleophilic species. This effect has been referred in the
literature as “dark cure” [42,43]. We have examined this effect in
films containing different amount of BCP. For these tests, once
finished the measurements of conversion shown in Fig. 1, the films
were carefully stored in the dark at room temperature. After 2
months, we found that the conversion of epoxy groups increased to
0.55 for the neat filmwithout BCP, 0.86 for 10 wt% BCP, and 0.98 for
20 wt% BCP. The data indicate that the polymerization rate in the
dark significantly increases with the amount of BCP in the film. This
result is a consequence of the plasticization effect of the epoxy
matrix produced by the PEO blocks.
3.2. Crystallization behaviour

The nanostructured epoxy thermosets obtained by photo-
polymerization were subjected to DSC measurements. As a refer-
ence, Fig. 2 shows the DSC cooling scan from the melt and the
subsequent heating scan for the pure PE-b-PEO block copolymer.
The DSC cooling scan displays a broad distribution of exothermic
events with a main peak at 83 �C attributed to the crystallization of
the PE blocks, and an exothermic peak at �18 �C attributed to the
crystallization of the PEO blocks. This crystallization behaviour of
the PE blocks is commonly observed in PE-based copolymers ob-
tained via hydrogenation of polybutadiene [44]. The presence of
short ethyl branches in the sample (due to the 1,2-units content in
the polybutadiene precursor) produces a random distribution of
methylene linear sequences of varying length that normally crys-
tallize according to their lengths, i.e., the shorter the sequence the
lower the crystallization temperature on a cooling scan. The DSC
Fig. 2. DSC scans of the cooling (above) and subsequent heating (below) for the pure
PE-b-PEO block copolymer. In both cases, a rate of 10 �C/min was used.
subsequent heating scan for the pure BCP shows the melting peak
of the PEO crystals as an endothermic peak at 30.5 �C, and the
melting behaviour of the PE crystals as a wide endotherm con-
taining three distinguishable melting peaks at 68, 79 and 88 �C. The
thermograms shown in Fig. 2 reveal that both blocks are able to
crystallize upon cooling from the melt for the pure BCP.

Fig. 3a shows the first DSC heating scans of the BCP/epoxy
thermosets obtained after 90 h of irradiation. The neat epoxy
thermoset displays a glass transition at 49 �C followed immediately
by a broad exothermic peak due to the residual polymerization heat
of the DGEBA. Several facts arise from the inspection of the curves
corresponding to the thermosets containing BCP. The first obser-
vation is that the Tg of the epoxy matrix shifts to lower temperature
with increasing content of BCP in the sample, which is ascribed to
the plasticization effect of the epoxy network produced by the PEO
blocks. For instance, the Tg of the sample with 20 wt% BCP is 17 �C
lower than the one of the pure matrix (see Fig 3a). A second
observation is the overlap of thermal events that takes place after
the glass transition of the matrix. In fact, one can see that the
exothermic peak attributed to the residual polymerization of the
DGEBA appears overlapped with the melting of PE crystals. As an
example, we consider the sample with 20 wt% BCP. Note that the
melting of the PE crystals gives place to three distinguishable
endothermic peaks at 71, 83 and 98 �C. This melting behaviour is
very similar to that exhibited by the PE blocks in the pure BCP (see
Fig. 2), suggesting that the crystallization process of PE remains
little affected by the presence of DGEBA in the blends. This result is
consistent with the immiscibility between PE blocks and the epoxy
matrix. On the contrary, one can see in Fig. 3a that the thermograms
did not display melting peak for the PEO blocks, revealing that the
PEO blocks are completely dissolved in the epoxy matrix.

Following the first DSC heating scan, each sample was cooled at
a rate of 10 �C/min (from 150 to �50 �C) to detect crystallization.
The recorded DSC cooling scans are shown in Fig. 3b. The BCP/
epoxy thermosets display the crystallization behaviour of the PE
blocks, with a major exothermic peak followed by a wide low-
temperature tail due to the crystallization of methylene linear se-
quences of shorter lengths. One can note that the main peak crys-
tallization temperature (81 �C) does not change appreciably for the
samples with 5, 10 and 20 wt% BCP. Even more, this main crystal-
lization temperature is almost the same as the one observed for the
PE blocks in the pure BCP (83 �C, see Fig. 2). This result is in
agreement with our previous interpretation that the crystallization
behaviour of PE is little affected by the presence of DGEBA in the
samples. In contrast, no crystallization exotherm of PEO blocks was
detected during the cooling scan of the BCP/epoxy samples
(Fig. 3b), indicating that the PEO chains remained miscible with the
epoxy matrix.

Fig. 3c shows the second DSC heating scans that were applied to
the samples after the cooling scans shown in Fig. 3b. For the neat
epoxy thermoset, it is noted the absence of the residual reaction
peak and the shift of the Tg to higher temperatures (between 120
and 130 �C), as a consequence of the post-curing produced by the
first heating scan. The post-curing effect is assumed to be due to
activation of the still alive reactive species when the sample is de-
vitrified. The BCP/epoxy samples present the typical melting
behaviour of the PE blocks with three endothermic peaks at 70, 83
and 96 �C. Note that these peaks appear at almost the same tem-
peratures as in the first DSC heating scan (Fig. 3a). These results
reveal not only that the crystallization process of the PE blocks is
little affected by the presence of DGEBA in the samples (as stated
above), but also that crystallization of PE is not influenced by the
crosslinking level of the epoxymatrix, as evidenced by the presence
or not of the residual polymerization peak. It can be noted for the
thermosets containing between 5 and 20 wt% BCP, that the Tg of the



Fig. 3. DSC thermograms (at 10 �C/min) for the BCP/epoxy thermosets obtained after 90 h irradiation: a) first heating scans; b) subsequent cooling scans; c) second heating scans.
The amount of BCP in the sample is indicated upon each curve.
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epoxymatrix is not clearly defined on the second DSC heating scans
(Fig. 3c) since it is probably masked by the overlap of the PE block
melting.

As we previously explained, DGEBA continues reacting after
irradiation has been ceased due to dark curing. DSC analysis was
performed on samples stored in the dark for 2 months after being
irradiated for 90 h. As expected, the first DSC heating scan of these
samples presented a significant reduction in the area of the residual
reaction peak and a shift of the Tg of the epoxy matrix to higher
temperatures compared with the samples tested immediately after
irradiation (shown in Fig. 3a). A comparison of these DSC traces for
the sample containing 5 wt% BCP is presented in Fig. S1
(Supplementary Material).

XRD measurements were performed on the BCP/epoxy ther-
mosets to extract information about the crystalline structure of PE
in the BCP-rich domains (micelles). Fig. 4 shows the diffraction
patterns recorded for samples with different amounts of BCP ob-
tained after 90 h of irradiation. The XRD patterns exhibit a large
amorphous halo centred at ca. 2q ¼ 20� due to the epoxy matrix,
and two intense diffraction peaks at 2q ¼ 21.4 and 23.8� corre-
sponding to the (110) and (200) reflections of the normal poly-
ethylene orthorhombic crystal lattice (with unit cell parameters,
a ¼ 7.40 Å, b ¼ 4.93 Å, c ¼ 2.53 Å) [45]. The intensity of these
Fig. 4. XRD profiles of the thermosets with different amounts of BCP obtained after
90 h of irradiation.
diffraction peaks clearly increases with increasing the content of
BCP in the sample. This indicates that the crystalline lattice of PE in
the core of the micelles exists in the same form as that most
commonly observed in the bulk PE.
3.3. Nanostructures of BCP/Epoxy thermosets

The morphologies of the BCP/epoxy thermosets obtained by
photopolymerization at room temperature were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS). Fig. 5 shows selected TEM micrographs of the
epoxy thermosets with different amounts of BCP. The images reveal
the presence of well-defined PE-b-PEO-based micelles dispersed in
the epoxy matrix, with no evidence of macrophase separation. In
these unstained images, the dominant contrast is ascribed to the
PEO corona which is physically crosslinked with the epoxy matrix
via H-bonds formed between the OH groups of DGEBA and the
ether groups of PEO [13,36e38]. For 1 wt% BCP (Fig. 5a), we can see
elongatedmicelles with a mean length calculated by analysis of this
and other images of ca.1.2 mm. Interestingly, we also note that some
micelles exhibit occasional twists revealing that the BCP self-
assembles into flattened or ribbon-like structures [46]. In in-
stances of twisted structures, the micelles show thinner segments
which appear darker. The arrow in Fig. 5a points to this feature. We
interpret that the enhanced contrast results of the electrons pass-
ing edge-on through the structure. These nanoribbons are about
90 nm in width and 15 nm in thickness, as estimated from the TEM
images.

Fig. 5b shows a TEM image of the sample with 5 wt% BCP. Here
we observe very long ribbon-like structures that have a tendency to
lie parallel to each other. The observation of several twists along
these micelles is a clear indication of the ribbon-like structure,
where the segments viewed edge-on appear darker in the image,
and those viewed face-on appear much lighter. We also note that
these ribbons are rather similar in width and thickness than those
shown in Fig. 5a (1 wt% BCP). However, unlike the micelles shown
in Fig. 5a, these structures have lengths of tens of micrometers.
Unfortunately, the extended length outside the image area, and the
tendency to aggregate of these micelles, make it difficult to mea-
sure their length. Fig. 5c shows a TEM image of the sample with
10 wt% BCP. Here we also see long ribbon-like structures which are
slightly larger inwidth than those shown in Fig. 5b (5 wt% BCP). For
20 wt% BCP (Fig. 5d), there are an increasing amount of ribbon-like
structures with a larger width than the previous ones. From a
qualitative examination of this and other images, we estimate that
the width of these nanoribbons could be up to 2.5 times larger than
that of the micelles obtained with 10 wt% BCP (Fig. 5c). One can



Fig. 5. Comparison of TEM images of the epoxy thermosets containing different amounts of PE-b-PEO block copolymer: a) 1, b) 5, c) 10, and d) 20 wt%. The arrow on image a) points
to a darker segment of a micelle which we associate with a twist, as it is explained in the text. Black bars represent 100 nm.
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note the tendency to aggregate of these micelles resulting in the
formation of face-to-face stacking of segments of different
nanoribbons.

A set of sectioned samples, prior to the TEM observation, was
stained with RuO4 with the aim of increasing even more the
contrast. Fig. 6 shows TEM images obtained from the stained sec-
tions for the sample with 10 wt% BCP. Because the PEO blocks are
preferentially stained by RuO4, compared to the PE cores and the
epoxy matrix, PEO-rich regions look darker in the TEM image [47].
The ribbon-like structure is evident in Fig. 6a. Furthermore, the
staining technique allows clearly distinguishing the location of the
blocks in the structure. The TEM image at higher magnification
(Fig. 6b) shows micelles viewed edge-on exhibiting the epoxy-
philic PEO corona as darker lines surrounding the epoxy-phobic
PE core (lighter line). From this image, the micellar thickness is
estimated to be 15 nm, in agreement with the previously inferred
value from the TEM images of unstained specimens (Fig. 5).

As mentioned above, an interesting feature of these ribbon-like
micelles is their tendency to aggregate resulting in the formation of
face-to-face stacking of parallel micelles. The rectangular box in
Fig. 7a shows a stack of nanoribbons observed for the sample
(unstained) with 20 wt% BCP, whereas shown in Fig 7b is a high-
Fig. 6. TEM images of the epoxy thermoset containing 10 wt% PE-b-PEO. The specimen was
represents 100 nm, and b) higher magnification, the black bar represents 20 nm.
magnification TEM image of the same sample stained with RuO4.
The face-to-face packing is evident in this side view of the micelles.
This association effect may be driven by the attractive van der
Waals interaction between different nanoribbons. Previously,
Richter et al. analysed a similar effect for extended thin platelets
from PEP-b-PE (coil-crystalline) diblock copolymers (PEP: poly(-
ethylene-alt-propylene)) in decane, a selective solvent for PEP [28].
From a quantitative approach, they concluded that if there is a
slight attractive interaction between platelets which may be pro-
vided by the van der Waals forces, the integration over a large
platelet area is able to overcome the translational entropy and give
rise to the formation of stacks of parallel platelets. The effect of such
an aggregation on a SAXS pattern is the appearance of a structure
factor arising from the inter-ribbon interference.

SAXSmeasurements were carried out to extract complementary
structural information. Fig. 8 shows the SAXS patterns for the epoxy
thermosets with different amounts of BCP. For 20 wt% BCP, the
pattern presents a main peak located at a value of the scattering
vector q* ¼ 0.38 nm�1, corresponding to an average spacing of
16.5 nm. This main peak is accompanied by well-defined higher
order reflections located at qi/q* ¼ 2: 3, where q* is the primary
peak position. Such a sequence is characteristic of a lamellar
stained with RuO4 prior to the TEM observation. a) Lower magnification, the black bar



Fig. 7. TEM images of the epoxy thermoset containing 20 wt% PE-b-PEO. a) Image to lower magnification from a unstained section, the black bar represents 50 nm, and b) image to
higher magnification from a specimen stained with RuO4 prior to the TEM observation, the black bar represents 20 nm.
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arrangement. The results from the combination of TEM and SAXS
lead us to conclude that the ribbon-like micelles adopt face-to-face
packing into lamellar arrangements with an average period of
16.5 nm (for 20 wt% BCP). This result is in excellent harmony with
the interlamellar distance assessed from Fig. 7b.

Similar SAXS patterns were recorded for the samples containing
10 and 5 wt% BCP (see Fig. 8). This indicates the existence of
lamellar arrangements of ribbon-like micelles in these samples too,
which is in agreement with the TEM observations. However, some
differences are evident when the BCP content is decreased from 20
to 5 wt%. On one side, the main interference peak slightly shifts to
smaller q values, consistent with an increase in the average inter-
lamellar distance. On the other side, the main peak becomes less
intense and broader, indicating that the stacking number decreases
and at the same time the arrangement of the nanoribbons within
one stack is less organized, leading to a less pronounced structure
factor. That is to say, while the amount of lamellar arrangements
decreases with decreasing BCP concentration, its structure be-
comes less defined. For 1 wt% BCP, the characteristic sequence of
lamellar arrangement is no longer discernible in the SAXS pattern,
revealing the absence of face-to-face stacking in this sample. This
result is in accordance with the TEM observation (Fig. 5a).

To understand the formation of these nanostructures, we per-
formed in situ SAXS measurements during blend preparation and
Fig. 8. SAXS patterns of the epoxy thermosets containing different amounts of PE-b-
PEO block copolymer. The amount of BCP in the sample is indicated upon each curve.
The scattering vector q ¼ (4p/l) sin(q/2), where l ¼ 0.154 nm is the wavelength and q

the scattering angle.
photocuring of the epoxy matrix. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the
SAXS pattern upon cooling at 10 �C/min, from 150 �C to room
temperature, of the non-initiated liquid blend containing 10 wt%
BCP. From 150 �C down to 90 �C, no scattering peaks are observed
suggesting the absence of correlated domains within the nano-
metric scale. Between 80 �C and 70 �C, it can be clearly observed the
apparition of a main correlation peak at q* ¼ 0.56 nm�1 corre-
sponding to 11.3 nm in real space. Note that the higher order re-
flections corresponding to the lamellar pattern fall outside the q-
range measured. The apparition of the main correlation peak be-
tween 70 �C and 80 �C is consistent with the onset of crystallization
of PE blocks as assessed by DSC (Fig 3b). As temperature decreases,
it can be noticed the aggregation of nanoribbons as indicated by the
shift of the main peak towards higher q values (lower inter-ribbon
distance). In fact, at 30 �C the average spacing decreased to 10.2 nm.
These results suggest that the system evolves from a dispersion of
BCP chains in epoxy monomer at 150 �C towards a lamellar
arrangement of ribbon-like micelles driven by the crystallization of
PE.

Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the SAXS pattern during the first
hours of photocuring at room temperature of the previous sample
(10 wt% BCP) containing the photoinitiating system. The initial
spectrum exhibits themain scattering peak accompanied by aweak
higher order reflection located at qi/q* ¼ 2 indicative that the
lamellar arrangement of ribbon-like micelles is present from the
beginning of the reaction. The polymerization causes no effect on
the morphology other than an increase in the average interlamellar
Fig. 9. In situ SAXS patterns obtained upon cooling at 10 �C/min of the non-initiated
liquid blend containing 10 wt% PE-b-PEO.



Fig. 10. Evolution of the SAXS pattern during the first hours of photocuring at room
temperature of the sample with 10 wt% PE-b-PEO.
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distance denoted by the shift of the scattering peaks towards lower
q values. As indicated in Fig. 10, the average distance increased from
13.1 nm at the beginning of the reaction to 15.7 nm after 16 h re-
action. Indeed, it is plausible to propose that the average inter-
lamellar distance continues increasing during the rest of the
reaction, even during dark cure. This can be inferred taking into
account that the SAXS pattern shown in Fig. 8, which reveals an
average distance of 18 nm, was acquired from a sample prepared
between 1 and 2 months before measurement.

The results presented here establish the viability of preparing
elongated ribbon-like nanostructures dispersed in an epoxy
network via initial self-assembly followed by photocuring of the
thermosetting precursors. Creating elongated micelles in thermo-
setting matrices is not straightforward because the curing reaction,
commonly performed at high temperature, influences on the
generated nanostructure. Under regular thermal curing conditions,
the micelle morphology is controlled primarily by interplay among
effects depending on temperature and conversion, such as core-
chain stretching, corona-chain repulsion and interfacial tension
between the core and the reactive solvent [12]. An earlier reference
is the work of Bates and co-workers [48], who obtained elongated
cylindrical micelles of PEP-b-PEO in a DGEBA matrix cured at
200 �C. They achieved these structures by tuning the molecular
weight and fraction of PEO in the BCP and the cross-link density of
the epoxy matrix. They found that the composition window for
controlling and stabilizing the formation of this morphology is very
narrow. Small deviations in the composition of the BCP resulted in
the formation of spherical micelles or vesicles. Here, it was shown
that elongated micelles in thermosetting matrices can be also
produced by employing a crystallizable polymer as the core-
forming block and performing the curing reaction at one temper-
ature below the melting one of the semicrystalline core.

4. Conclusions

We have reported a simple, effective approach to generate
elongated ribbon-like nanostructures dispersed in an epoxy
network. This was achieved by self-assembling an amphiphilic BCP,
PE-b-PEO, into micelles with semicrystalline core in an epoxy
monomer based on DGEBA. This system was selected on the
knowledge that PEO is an epoxy-philic block which is completely
miscible with DGEBA before and after curing reactionwhereas PE is
a crystallizable epoxy-phobic block. With the aim of preserving the
structural features of the micelles with semicrystalline core, the
epoxy monomers were photopolymerized at room temperature,
i.e., below the melting transition of the core-forming PE block. For
1 wt% BCP, ribbon-like micelles of about 90 nm in width, 15 nm in
thickness and 1.2 mm in length, completely dispersed in the epoxy
matrix, were obtained. It was shown that the width and mainly the
length of these nanoribbons increase with increasing BCP concen-
tration. A remarkable feature of these ribbon-like micelles is their
tendency to aggregate resulting in the formation of face-to-face
stacking of parallel micelles. From SAXS patterns, it was shown
that while the stacking number decreases with decreasing BCP
concentration, the arrangement of the nanoribbons within one
stack becomes less organized. In situ SAXS measurements showed
that the lamellar arrangement of ribbon-like micelles is present
from the beginning of the reaction, and that the progress of poly-
merization causes no effect on the morphology other than an in-
crease in the average interlamellar distance.
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